[Functional characteristics of the promoter region of the tag7/PGRP gene in KSML0, KSML100 murine mammary adenocarcinoma cell ines and VMR liver].
A study was carried out on the transcription regulation of the tag7/PGRP gene, whose product is similar to cytokines and is involved in recognizing peptidoglycane in mouse mammary adenocarcinoma cell lines KSML0, KSML100, and VMR-liver. The 3250-bp fragment of the promoter region was sequenced and tested for DNase I-hypersensitive sites (DHSs). In the KSML0 cells line, DHSs were found in the vicinity of the TATA box and approximately at position -3000 relative to the transcription start of the gene. Only a DHS cluster near the TATA box was found in the VMR-liver cell line. Regions involved in transcription regulation of the gene in the three cell lines were identified with the use of reporter constructions carrying the CAT gene under the control of deletion derivatives of the tag7/PGRP promoter region. The minimal promoter including only the TATA box with the nearest neighboring sequences was inactive in all cell lines. The elements (enhancers) positively regulating gene transcription in KSML0 and VMR-liver were mapped to region -192, -48. An element accounting for the transcriptional inactivity of the gene in KSML100 cells was assigned to region -315, -3250.